EMPLOYEE SHUTTLES
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Our shuttles provide a handy first and last mile solution to connect your staff from a transit station to
the workplace in a safe, fast and reliable way. We coordinate service for multiple workplaces on the
same shuttle to make the service affordable for smaller workplaces. We perform an assessment for
each workplace to ensure that a shuttle is the right solution and coordinate contracts and schedules as
well as handle all the communications and shuttle promotion.

BENEFITS

SERVICES WE OFFER

• Less congestion and parking demand
• Increased commute and job satisfaction
• Easier for staff to choose transit to get to
work
• Makes your workplace more attractive to
prospective employees
• Demonstrates your workplace’s commitment
to the environment

Shuttle feasibility studies
• We can help you assess whether a shuttle
would work for your organization
Promotion and ongoing support for dedicated routes
• We offer custom communications designed
in-house such as e-blasts and posters, as
well as annual shuttle appreciation events
and contests to keep your shuttle riders
informed and engaged and to attract new
shuttle riders
Coordination of multi-employer routes
• We manage schedule adjustments,
satisfaction surveys, and routing information

WHY CHOOSE US?

“The shuttle is a great convenience to my daily
commute. Robert, the driver, is honestly the
best. He is courteous, always on time, a safe
driver and so funny and caring.”

We believe that people can move around our cities in a better way. We understand the necessity of
sustainable transportation solutions that make it easier for people to leave their cars at home. pointA
has been in the transportation demand management business for 18 years and as a non-profit, we aim
for cost recovery and can offer affordable rates. We aim to give people and businesses transportation
options that benefit the environment, the economy and the well-being of our communities.
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